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STATE OF VERMONT 
PUBLIC SERVICE BOARD 

Petition of UPC Vermont Wind, LLC for ) 
a Certificate of Public Good pursuant to ) 
30 V.S.A. 248 authorizing the construction ) DOCKET NO. 71 56 
of a 52MW wind electric generation facility 
consisting of 26 wind turbines and associated ) 
transmission and interconnection facilities ) 
in Sheffield and Sutton, Vermont ) 

RIDGE PROTECTORS, INC.'S (RPD MOTION TO REQUIRE PETITIONER 
TO SEEK LEAVE TO FILE AN AMENDED APPLICATION 

FOR A CERTIFICATE OF PUBLIC GOOD ( 0  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Once the Public Service Board (PSB or Board) issues a CPG under 30 V.S.A. 5 248, the 

extent to which changes to the project require the filing of an amended application is governed by 

Board Rule 5.408 which provides that: 

An amendment to a certificate of public good for construction of generation or 
transmission facilities, issued under 30 V.S.A. 5 248, shall be required for a 
substantial change in the approved proposal. For the purpose of this subsection, a 
substantial change is a change in the approved proposal that has the potential for 
significant impact with respect to any of the criteria of Section 248(b) or on the 
general good of the state under Section 248(a). 

Id. (emphasis added). The filing by Vermont Wind on December 23,2008 ("December 2008 

Amendment"), involves numerous substantial changes which not only have the potential for a 

"significant impact" with respect to a number of Section 248(b) criteria but in many instances 

demonstrably will cause such impacts. Vermont Wind, well aware that its newly configured 

project will trigger the provisions of Board Rule 5.408, attempts to avoid this inevitable result by 

attaching a number of perfunctory, and technically indefensible, conclusory assertions from its 
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experts, all of which intone the magic phrase "no substantid change" but none of which provide 

adequate technical data to back up that assertion. However, by this filing Vermont Wind 

demonstrates that its proposed changes "have the potential for significant" impacts on numerous 

issues relevant to the 8 248(b) criteria, otherwise there would be no need to file any technical 

declarations. The issue is whether Vermont Wind's assertion of beneficial improvement or no 

adverse impact are correct. As this Board held in setting a new schedule for discovery and 

hearings regarding Vermont Wind's previous amendment to its proposal: 

we cannot determine, until after we hear the relevant evidence and arguments, 
whether the amendment lessens the impacts associated with the proposed project 
and represents an improvement to the proposed project. 

Order Entered 1 1/1/2006, Docket No. 71 56, at 3. 

In addition, Vermont Wind attempts to hide what it is really doing by mischaracterizing 

its filing as solely to comply with Condition 1 of the CPG. December 2008 Amendment, cover 

letter at 1. That disingenuous assertion is obviously wrong since by its own admission Vermont 

Wind is making a substantial change to the project by replacing 12 of the proposed 16 Clipper 

Liberty Class IIB 2.5 MW turbines with Clipper Liberty Class C93 IIa turbines. Condition 2 of 

theCPG explicitly requires Vermont Wind to "receive permission from the Board if UPC seeks 

to use a turbine other than the Clipper Liberty Class IIB 2.5 MW turbines it proposes." Order 

Entered 8/8/2007 ("Final Order") at 11 3. Since obtaining permission from the Board necessarily 

involves an amendment to the CPG, for that reason alone, Vermont Wind should have to file a 
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request for leave to file an amendment. 

Finally, Vermont Wind's December 2008 Amendment reflects the consequences of its 

own failure to submit a complete application. Rather than present a proposal which already 

possessed the necessary state and federal permits and represented its final decisions on the type 

of turbines and their locations, Vermont Wind chose to save money by seeking, and obtaining, 

permission to postpone obtaining those permits until after it had received its CPG and has 

granted itself the "right" to change the project in anyway that it believes will be to its economic 

advantage. Regardless of the legality of that approach - the issue is still pending before the 

Vermont Supreme Court (In Re: Docket No. 71 56 Public Service Board Amended Petition of 

UPC Vermont Wind, LLC, for a Certificate of Public Good, pursuant to 30 V.S.A. 248, et al, 

S.Ct. Docket No. 2007-456) - the consequence can be, as it is here, that substantial changes must 

be made to the project to accommodate the demands of permitting agencies or to accommodate 

Vermont Wind's attempts to maximize profits. Vermont Wind essentially concedes that at least 

some of its changes were caused by its consultation with permitting agencies: 

Over the past year, Vermont Wind has finalized the project design, in consultation 
with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the US Fish and Wildlife Service, the US 
Environmental Protection Agency and the Vermont Agency of Natural Resources, 
with the goal of making the project design more efficient and further reducing 
project impacts. This iterative process has resulted in the following modifications 
to the Project's layout 
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December 2008 Amendment, cover letter at 1 .' Vermont Wind cannot escape obligation to seek 

leave to file an amendment to is CPG, 

II. REQUEST FOR FEES AND COSTS 

The "iterative process" being used by Vermont Wind (see December 2008 Amendment, 

cover letter at 1) places an insurmountable economic burden on private citizen opponents of such 

projects and has substantially crippled RPI financially. RPI spent enormous sums of money, 

raised from its members and by its members efforts, and, in reliance on the original plan filed 

substantive challenges to the Vermont Wind project as originally designed. Vermont Wind then 

substantially modified the original plan, long after issue was joined by the parties, necessitating 

further expensive reanalyses of the new proposal. Now, Vermont Wind has proposed 5 major 

It is quite possible the current amendment is not the last amendment that Vermont 
Wind will file. "In a recent conference call in the pending Environmental Court proceeding 
involving the issuance of an NPDES permit by ANR (Re: Sheffield Wind Project NPDES #: 
VTS000080 Discharge Permit #5535, Docket No. 252-10-08 Vtec), ANR's attorney suggested 
the changes the Permittee is now proposing to this Board are sufficiently significant that ANR is 
requiring the Permittee to obtain an amendment to the Discharge Permit that is the subject of the 
Environmental Court appeal. According to an email I received on January 27,2009 from Ron 
Shems, attorney for the Permittee, the Permittee intends to file for an amendment to this permit 
with ANR." Statement of Attorney Stephanie Kaplan, Attachment 4 to Brouha Affidavit. Also, 
a letter from the U.S. Corps of Engineers, granting a permit for the previous proposal, explicitly 
notes that "[ilf you change the plans for or construction methods for work in our jurisdiction, 
please contact us immediately to discuss modification of this authorization. This office must 
approve any changes before you undertake them." Ltr from Corps of Engineers to UPC Vermont 
Wind, 711 8/08 at 1 (Attachment 3 to Brouha Affidavit). Since new roads, new turbine locations, 
new location for major industrial buildings and a new entrance are now proposed, Vermont Wind 
will clearly have to seek Corps of Engineer approval for its amended proposal and may have to 
make further changes to accommodate any of their concerns. 
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modifications to the amended project. These five modifications have created a substantially new 

project including 1) 12 of 16 turbines will be of a new design whose noise levels, reliability and 

basic environmental impact are unexamined, 2) 8 of the turbines have been relocated from their 

original sites to sites 61 to 324 feet from their original location (hardly "micro-siting" as 

Vermont Wind asserts) which new locations raise a whole set of issues regarding visibility (many 

of the turbines are moving to higher ground), new noise receptors, vibrations and impacts on 

potentially sensitive areas not previously studied, 3) an entirely new route for the access road to 

proposed Turbine 6, a route that appears from the sketchy information provided, to involve 

substantial additional cuts and fills to account for very steep inclines, 4) relocation of all the 

major auxiliary structures associated with the turbine array including the substation, the O&M 

building and the laydown yard to a single site where they will present one large industrial 

complex in these pristine mountains and 5) an entirely reconfigured entrance to the project area 

with new potential environmental impacts. 

Having sapped RPIYs resources by its "bait and switch" filings of the past, Vermont Wind 

hopes to sneak this new project by the now impoverished RPI without substantial opposition. 

This is not fair and this is not right. The Board should not countenance such tactics. The Board 

has the authority, and should exercise that authority, to condition its permission to allow the 

filing of this newest amendment to this project on Vermont Wind paying all the reasonable costs, 

including expert witnesses and attorneys fees, incurred by RPI from this point through the 
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conclusion of the Board's consideration of Vermont Wind's pr~posal .~  

Pursuant to Board Rule 2.204(G)(l) the Board has the power to reject a request to file an 

amendment where, inter alia, it finds allowing the amendment to be filed is "unreasonably 

adversely affecting the rights of any party". There is no doubt that the rights of RPI have been 

unreasonably adversely affected by Vermont Wind's tactics as it now finds itself financially 

destitute and needing to raise additional resources to fight, at a time of harsh economic 

conditions and for the third time, this ill-conceived and slippery proposal. 

In rejecting an earlier request for attorneys fees and costs, this Board noted that Vermont 

Wind's first amendment was a response to the concerns of the parties and thus should not trigger 

a duty on Vermont Wind to pay fees. Order Entered 1 1/1/2006, Docket No. 71 56, at 4-5. The 

current amendment is not even arguably an attempt by Vermont Wind to address public 

concerns. Rather, it is the direct result of Vennont Wind's own failure to present one, concrete 

proposal and its seeking to fulfill several conditions subsequent which had to be imposed by the 

Following the conclusion of the hearings, or following a withdraw1 of the proposal by 
Vermont Wind, RPI would submit an itemized list of the attorneys fees and costs, including 
expert witness fees, for review and approval by the Board. Since Vermont Wind may decide to 
abandon this project (see The Dalles Chronicle, Local News story, 1/22/09 ("A controversial 
proposal to site wind turbines on Sevenmile Hill near The Dalles has been cancelled. A letter 
from Massachusetts-based applicant First Wind dated Jan. 20 formally withdrew the company's 
application. Originally filed under the name UPC wind on April 1 1,2007, the proposal would 
have placed 40 wind turbines, with blades that reached 390 feet at their apex, along a seven-mile 
footprint on the ridge west of The Dallesy')) the Board should require that Vermont Wind now 
post a bond to assure that any fees and costs awarded by the Board are paid. 
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Board in the Final Order approving the CPG because of the lack of detail and specificity in the 

application and its amendment. See Order Entered 8/8/2007 ("Final Order"), Conditions 1,2, 12, 

13,15 and 22 at 1 13-1 15. Vermont Wind's desire to avoid the cost of seeking permits from the 

"U.S. Army Courps of Engineers, the US Fish and Wildlife Service, the US Environmental 

Protection Agency and the Vermont Agency of Natural Resources" (December 2008 

Amendment, cover letter at 1) cannot be a valid excuse to avoid paying the costs that RPI will 

have to incur to address this substantially modified project. 

These new changes are driven, in part, by Vermont Wind's desire to now conform the 

project to various requirements of the turbine manufacturer and improved ccconstructability" - i.e. 

save construction costs. December 2008 Amendment, cover letter at 1-2. Even if Vermont Wind 

is allowed to postpone getting necessary permits and meeting manufacturer requirements, it 

cannot be absolved of the duty to repair the damage it has done to RPI and its resources in pursuit 

of its strategy to minimize its out of pocket costs at the expense of the public. Thus, the facts 

now present the "exceptional circumstances" which the Board recognized have warranted 

imposing the costs of continued participation in the proceeding on the party whose conduct has 

required such additional costs be incurred. Id. 

The two cases cited by the Board in its previous order in this case (Order Entered 

11/1/2006 at 4, fh 5) where "exceptional circumstances" were found to exist fully support the 

view that the current situation, voluntarily created by Vermont Wind, presents "exceptional 
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circumstances" warranting a requirement that Vermont Wind pay RPI's attorneys fees and costs. 

In Petitions of Vermont Electric Power Company, Inc. (VELCO) and Green Mountain 

Power Corporation (GMP), Docket 6860, Order Entered 9/26/2006 the Board allowed attorneys 

fees and costs to an intervenor party because it was required to argue twice over an issue that 

should have been resolved the first time. In that case petitioner submitted substantial information 

to support the acceptability of certain poles based on their height and then, after hearings were 

concluded, submitted amended details for poles that were higher. The Board concluded: 

We conclude that the additional attorney's fees that Charlotte incurred in 
commenting upon and negotiating over the taller pole heights shown in VELCO's 
February 24 plans were costs that resulted from it being required, by VELCO1s 
conduct, "to appear twice . . . in order to obtain relief which should have been 
forthcoming after the first appearance." Gadhue, 149 Vt. at 328. 

Id. at 5. hi this case, Vermont Wind has not merely pinned down some construction details that 

were left unspecified in the original application, which is apparently what Condition 1 was 

intended to allow, but has instead changed the design of 12 of 16 turbines, relocated 8 of 16 

turbines, relocated the major support facilities, created new access roads and generally totally 

redesigned the project. Like petitioners in Docket 6860, Vermont Wind has made a significant 

modification to its original analyzed and approved design. See e.g. Rebuttal Testimony of 

Badjek and Menge that relies on data regarding particular wind turbines for determining 

anticipated nature and level of noise to be generated by the turbines (see Exhibit UPC-DR-Reb5) 

12 of which are being replaced with a different turbine and relies on specific locations of 
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turbines, 8 of which are being moved 61 to 324 feet. Because sound levels are inversely 

proportional to distance (Fifth Edition, Encyclopedia of Science and Engineering, Volume 2 (M- 

Z) at 773) relocating the turbines by as much as 61-324 feet could have a significant impact on 

the noise levels at various residences. 

In Investigation into General Order No. 45, Docket No. 6300, Order Entered 12/15/2000, 

the Board allowed attorney's fees and costs in part because changes, that could have been made 

much earlier, were not made until after the hearings had concluded and the parties had completed 

their work. "Rather than settling before hearings (when costs to others are not as great), during 

hearings, or even in the period immediately thereafter, Petitioners and the Department did not 

reach a settlement until months after all parties had completed their work". Id. at 8. In this case, 

the changes made by Vermont Wind, whether because of demands from permitting agencies, 

wind recalculations (using wind data that is several years old) or construction convenience, were 

all capable of being made long before the hearings began and certainly before the parties had 

invested time and money in analyzing the now discarded design. 

Thus, the "exceptional circumstances" created by Vermont Wind's voluntary decision to 

substantially modify its proposal not only require that it file a request for leave to amend the CPG 

but also, if an amendment is allowed to be filed, require that the fees and costs incurred by RPI as 

a result of the filing and subsequent discovery and hearings be assessed against Vermont Wind. 
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111. THE SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES NOW PROPOSED 
HAVE THE "POTENTIAL FOR SIGNIFICANT IMPACT 

WITH RESPECT TO . . . CRITERIA OF SECTION 248(bYY 

In determining whether a substantial change has occurred to a project for which a CPG 

has previously been granted such that an amendment must be filed, the Board seeks to determine 

whether the "modified project that the permittee seeks to construct falls within the scope of the 

previous Board approval." Petitions of Vermont Electric Power Company (VELCO) and Green 

Mountain Power Corporation (GMP), Docket No. 6860, Order of 9/23/2005 at 19 citing In re 

Citizens Utilities Co., Docket Nos. 584115859, Order of 611 6/97 at 135-36; In re Petition of 

Vermont Elec tric Cooperative, Docket No. 6544, Order of 2/20/02 at 6-7; and see also In re 

Vicon Recovery Systems, Docket No. 4813-A, Order of 3/23/87 at 3-4. The Board has 

determined in ascertaining whether a proposed change has the "potential for significant impact 

with respect to . . . criteria of Section 248(b)" it will look to the case law developed in 

interpreting the essentially identical standard used by the Environmental Board in EB Rule 2G. 

we adopted, in principle, the "substantial change" definition from Environmental 
Board Rule 2 (G) which states that a "substantial change" is "any change in a 
development or subdivision which may result in significant impact with respect to 
any of the criteria specified in 10 V.S.A. Section 6086(a)(l) through (lo)." Thus, 
here we look at all of the Section 248 criteria to determine if the changes proposed 
have the potential for impact under any of these criteria. 

Attached to this pleading and incorporated as part of the analysis presented is the 
Affidavit of Paul Brouha and its attachments. That Affidavit and attachments contain more 
detail to support the conclusion that the December 2008 Amendment does create a "potential for 
significant impact with respect to . . . criteria of Section 248(b)". Board Rule 5.408. 
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Petition of Vermont Electric Cooperative, Inc. for a Declaratory Ruling, Docket No. 6544, Order 

Entered 212012002 at 6 (footnote omitted). 

The Supreme Court has confirmed that the language of EB Rule 2(G) does not require an 

actual impact be shown before the Board can determine that substantial change is proposed. 

By defining "substantial changes" to include changes that may result in significant 
impact, the plain language of EBR 2(G) does not limit Act 250 jurisdiction to 
changes that produce actual impact on the statutory criteria 

In re Barlow 160 Vt. 5 13, 521 (Vt.,1993). As the following discussion demonstrates, because of 

the sketchy submission in the December 2008 Amendment it is difficult to fully describe the 

magnitude of the new impacts that will occur. However, since many of the changes alter site 

specific considerations which the Board evaluated in great detail in its Final Order, there is 

certainly a potential that such changes will cause significant new impacts, none of which will 

have been previously evaluated by the Board. 

In one important respect, the Board has already decided that what is proposed by Vermont 

Wind involves a substantial change. By imposing Condition 2 in the CPG (Final Order at 1 13) 

the Board has decided that if a new model of turbine is used, that new model was necessarily not 

within the scope of the previous approval and would require an amendment be filed. Thus, the 

Board recognized that by changing the turbine model many 248(b) criteria would be impacted, 

including, as noted below, changes to visual impacts and the alleged benefit from the proposal 

which will be influenced by the power output and reliability of the new turbines. 
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Vermont Wind's filing confirms the wisdom in the Board's imposition of Condition 2. 

As can be seen even from the sketchy information provided in the December 2008 Amendment, 

by changing the model of the turbines, Vermont Wind had to substantially relocate a number of 

the turbines which in term necessitated changing access roads and turbine laydown areas. This 

requires new evaluations of impacts on wildlife, stormwater runoff, noise levels, visual aesthetics 

all of which Vermont Wind attempts to address in their conclusory and one-sided analysis. In 

addition, Vermont Wind has relocated major facilities to new areas where they will be much 

more visible, where impacts from construction and operation will be more damaging, and 

reconfigured major roads such that their visual impact and potential for damage is much greater. 

A. Relocated Substation, O&M Building and Laydown Area 

There is a potential for significant and unnacceptable noise impacts on residential 

structures (some as close as 525 feet [December 2008 Amendment at Attachment 8, p. 11) as a 

result of the relocated substation, impacts which have never been evaluated by the Board. Not 

only was there no noise analysis of the previous substation due to its remote location (Final Order 

at 71) but the noise impacts from the substation are so different from previous analyses of turbine 

noise that instead of using their original noise experts, Christopher Badjek and Christopher 

Menge of Harris, Miller, Miller & Hanson, Inc. from Burlington, Massachusetts, Vermont Wind 

has retained a new expert, David Hessler of Hessler Associates from Haymarket, Virginia to 

evaluate the noise from the newly located substation. This change makes any comparison 
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between the approach previously used for noise analyses and the current analyses virtually 

impossible since each set of experts used different techniques and judgments, further 

demonstrating that the prior approval of the project could not have evaluated the appropriateness 

of the noise analyses now offered. 

In addition, the current noise consultant does not present noise analysis of the relocated 

and re-sized turbines but merely attaches the previous noise consultants turbine noise analysis, 

without independent evaluation of that work and without updating that analysis to account for the 

new turbine locations or their new design. See December 2008 Amendment at Attachment 8. 

Even the sketchy noise analysis provided discloses more questions than answers. For 

example, instead of using actual noise measurements of the particular transformer proposed to be 

used or actual measurements of the extent to which sound is attenuated by cabin-like structures 

that are in close proximity to the substation, Vermont Wind's current noise expert relies on 

"approximate" and "estimated" sound levels found in a 13 year old ANSI standard (December 

2008 Amendment at Attachment 8, p. 2) which was replaced in 2005 (see ANSI 812.9-20051Part 

4 (Revision of ANSI S 12 -9- 1 996lPart 4)) and based on an assumed transformer, not the actual 

transformer that will be used. The 2005 ANSI standard provides the following description that 

highlights why it is inappropriate to be using a 13 year old standard for noise analyses: 

This standard is a revision of ANSI S12.9-1996lPa.t 4, which has been technically 
revised. The changes in this edition harmonize with the new material added to 
IS0 1996-1:2003. This includes a minor change to high-energy impulse noise 
assessment (less than 1 dB) so that it is totally in sync with ISO. Second, as 
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appropriate, IS0 assessment adjustments have been included. Also, some new 
cautionary notes from IS0 are added to the estimation of "highly annoyed" as 
notes to the informative annex. A new Annex G addresses complaints in the 
limited situation of high-energy impulsive noise. 

The current edition of IS0 1996-1 :2003 actually began as the text of ANSI S 12.9 
- 1996lPart 4. However, the IS0 standard was substantially revised during the 
WG and committee deliberations. For example, IS0 recognizes the more general 
Day-Evening-Night Sound Level in contrast to S12's Day-Night Sound Level. 
Nighttime hours are not given in IS0 because they vary from country to country. 
The terms "background" sound and "ambient" sound are NOT used in IS0 
because they have diametrically opposed meanings in different countries and 
regions. There are many other differences of this nature. IS0 uses "rating" sound 
level; ANSI uses "adjusted" sound level, etc. 

ANSI S12.9-2005lPart 4 (Revision of ANSI S12.9-1996lPart 4) at iii (emphasis added). 

Vermont Wind offers no justification for using an outdated ANSI standard. 

Other new, and as yet unevaluated aesthetic impacts, are created by the relocation and co- 

location of the substation, the O&M building and the laydown yard: 

What is different from an aesthetic perspective is that the laydown yard, instead of 
being situated near the turbine pads (see Attach. 3, sheet 3 of 12/23 submission), 
and the substation and O&M building, instead of being in the valley bottom 
adjacent to Calendar Brook (see Attach. 3, page I), has been moved to an exposed 
side hill location above Duck Pond Rd. and Interstate 91 where they, and the 
overhead power transmission lines, with their associated cleared right of way, 
coming to them, will be much more visible to nearby residents, to people traveling 
the roads, and to people living in and across the valley below. 

Affidavit of Paul Brouha at Attachment 2, p. 3. These relocated structures, in close proximity to 

a public road and with thousands of gallons of oil and other pollutants, also create the potential 

for pollution of Nation Brook and Millers Run which has not been evaluated in the previously 
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prepared SPCC Plan and new avenues for stormwater runoff into these fragile waters. Id. at 4. 

These structures are also now located where the substantial night lighting of the area will produce 

a significant light pollution problem. Id. at 5. 

B. Reconfigured Project Entrance 

The reconfigured entrance to the project, which substantially expands the size of the road 

and intersection, will also create substantial new and unexamined environmental impacts. 

"[Tlhere could be potentially significant cumulative aesthetic impacts as well as cumulative 

impacts from erosionlsedimentation to Nation Brook/Miller's Run from creation of this large 

intersection and complex." Id. at 4. 

C. New Road For Turbine 6 

The new road leading to Turbine 6 will cause significant new aesthetic and other 

environmental impacts beyond the sketchy analyses offered by Vermont Wind. Visual impacts 

have been understated: 

The two transects taken from an easterly direction don't show the impacts of the 
substantial road cut and fill (see sheets 5C-120 & 121 last amended 12/07/07 for 
NPDES Permit 5535-INDC) from the south and southwest (the direction of the 
King George School, Calendar Brook valley and the many homes on Berry Hill 
Road). The statement made in Attach. 7, page 2 that "the new road is located at 
the edge of a gently sloping hilltop (it is, in fact, the steepest slope in the project 
area) and will be constructed to a permanent width of 16 feet. Minimal clearing on 
either side of the roadbed will be required.. .I' is not supported by sheets 5C-120 & 
121, which show a 200 foot wide cut and fill, or by Attach. 2, sheet 5C-403 which 
clearly states "proposed 25' wide crane path" and shows it drops nearly 60 feet in 
about 300 lineal feet (see Attach. 2, 5C-403). The new road is reportedly 630 feet 
longer (Attach.1, page 3) and is located along the top of a very steep headwall 
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above the Clark Brook. Given the above references, the statement and ensuing 
discussion that the "road will be visually screened on both sides by existing 
vegetation.. ." can't be supported. * * * the new road cuts across a winter moose 
concentration area (immediately to the south of Turbine 3) and will almost 
certainly result in significant erosiodstream sedimentation impacts to Clark 
Brook because of the high delivery rates of fine sediments to scoured channels on 
the headwall below. 

Id. at 6-7. None of these impacts were evaluated in the previous hearings although issues such as 

these were closely examined by the Board. See Final Order at 45,47 and 62-79. 

D. Relocating 8 Turbines 

Since visual impacts are totally dependent upon the actual location of the offending 

structure, even small changes in location of these massive turbines can have enormous impacts. 

In this case, the changes are not only large - ranging from 61 feet to 324 feet from their original 

locations - but also involve moving the turbines to higher ground where they will be more 

intrusive on the mountain and ridgeline vistas. In fact, Turbine 1 1 will be moved from a less 

visually offensive side hill to the ridgeline, thus maximizing its visual impact. December 2008 

Amendment at Attachment 7, p. 2. Other turbines create similarly troublesome visual impacts: 

in addition to being moved 203 feet northwest, Turbine 2 seems to have been 
moved upslope about 20 feet and because it is at the west end of the array it will 
appear more prominent. Similarly, Turbines 6 and 1 1 have been moved upslope at 
least 20 feet and thus would appear more prominent. The reason given (Attach. 1, 
page 4) for moving these turbines is ' I . .  .to reduce cut and fill and overall 
impacts.. ." The same narrative fails to mention the ". . .expanded cut and fill 
around T3 and T8" (Attach. 5, page 2) which resulted ". . .in a net increase in BSB 
loss.. ." Note also that Attach. 7, page 2&3 fails to discuss the aesthetic impact of 
these cuts and fills and Attach. 6, stormwater management, page 2 fails to address 
these increased cuts and fills as possibly increasing runoff. There is no discussion 
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anywhere in the 12/23 submission of changed flicker effect impacts from moving 
eight turbines. 

Brouha Affidavit, Attachment 2 at 8-9. 

There are no new noise analyses for the relocated turbines, even though the noise analyses 

done previously took considerable credit for alleged topographic and foliage features associated 

with the particular turbine locations. See Exhibit UPC-CB-Reb3. The Board relied on the actual 

noise analyses done in reaching its conclusion regarding noise impacts. Final Order at 70-72. 

E. Changed Turbine Model For 12 of 16 Turbines 

The new turbines will generate substantially less power which may tip this project, which 

the Board found was only marginally beneficial, into negative territory: 

Economic benefits, (248 (b) (4)) may change significantly from its already 
marginal benefit (see CPG discussion beginning on page 3 1) because UPC states 
in Attach. 1, page 5 that the output is expected to be within 5% of the previously 
estimated output of the Jan 2007 layout. A 5% lower output would make the 
project even less economically beneficial than it already is. And given its marginal 
benefits might be sufficient to warrant denial of the CPG. 

Brouha Affidavit, Attachment 2 at 11. In addition, there is no data in this record on the reliability 

of this new turbine, particularly on its performance in extreme cold climates at high altitudes. 

Thus, assertions by Vermont Wind that the new turbines will perform at a high capacity factor or 

are preferable for the wind conditions at this site, are unsupported in this record. 

Without being able to explore details of the C93 turbines being "better suited to 
the wind regime in certain areas of the Sheffield project" we are left with only 
UPC1s assertion. Without any met towers on the site since the Jan 2007 layout and 
the earlier met towers being broken, on what data is UPC basing this claim of a 
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"better wind regime?" 

Id. at 1 1 - 12. Finally, there is no noise analysis for these new turbines: 

The noise studies discussed in the PSB hearings were based only on the one 
prototype C96 clipper turbine that existed. No analyses were presented there on 
the Clipper Liberty Class C93 IIa and none are made available in the 12/23 
submission. 

Id. at 12. 

F. Transmission Line Rerouting 

The Board is familiar with the potential for adverse impacts from transmission lines as 

their environmental impacts are the subject of numerous hearings. Thus, when Vermont Wind 

modifies the transmission line routing from the old substation location to the new substation 

location there are likely to be significant impacts that have yet to be examined by the Board. 

Rerouting of the overhead electric transmission line to the new substation is not 
discussed in the 12/23 submission and yet it will very likely have significantly 
different aesthetic impacts because it is routed adjacent to the access over the 
shoulder of Granby Mountain west to the substation instead of down off the ridge 
south to the old substation location. From many locations to the south the cuts for 
the combined rights of way will be visible. In CPG Finding 328, page 106 the 
PSB took note of the original design and routing of the overhead section (ref. 
Estey pf at 2-3) and now must consider the significance of very different proposed 
routing. 

Id. at 12-13. 

G. Changes To Watershed Hydrology 

The Board devoted considerable attention to the issue of water pollution in its CPG 

decision. Final Order at 45-48. The core of the findings was very site specific analyses 

18 
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conducted by Vermont Wind's hydrologist regarding the impact of specific construction 

activities at specific locations using HydroCAD modeling. Many of those locations have now 

been altered but Vermont Wind has not submitted a new HydroCAD model to support its 

assertions that no adverse impacts will occur. As the discussion in items 1-4 and 6 of 

Attachment 2 to the Brouha Affidavit demonstrate, many new pathways for pollution of the 

watershed are being created and many substantial cuts and fills will be required. Given the level 

of detail provided with regard to previous locations and their water pollution impacts, it is 

reasonable to conclude that the new locations create the potential for significant new impacts on 

water. Of particular concern is the consolidated substation, O&M and laydown area and its 

proximity to Nation Brook and Millers Run and the newly located Turbine 6 access road adjacent 

to a very steep headwall of Clark Brook and the steepness of the new access road at certain 

points. Once a new HydroCAD is completed and discovery is allowed, the parties and the Board 

can assess the magnitude of the water pollution problems that the amended proposal will create. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

For the second time during this proceeding Vermont Wind has proposed a major 

modification to its proposal necessitating substantial additional analysis by the parties and the 

filing of an amendment pursuant to Board Rule 5.408. These most recent changes are imposing a 

substantial financial burden on RPI which has already expended many hundreds of thousands of 

dollars to address the previous proposal. Ill addition, these changes create many new and 
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unexamined impacts which must be evaluated under the criteria of 248(b). By changing the 

turbine model, the turbine location, the access road locations, the location of major support 

facilities and transmission lines, Vermont Wind has essentially created an entirely new project. 

The previous amendment filed by Vermont Wind in 2006, which this Board found, sua 

sponte, required filing an amendment, included essentially the same type of changes as those 

involved here including relocating turbine sites, relocating access routes to the turbine sites, 

changing the turbine design and altering the height of the turbines. These currently proposed 

changes are comparable to the 2006 changes and the Board should once again order that Vermont 

Wind seek leave to file an amendment to its application, 

Thus, RPI respectfully requests that the Board order Vermont Wind to file a request for 

leave to amend its CPG pursuant to Board Rule 5.408 and condition any approval of such request 

for leave to file an amendment on Vermont Wind posting a substantial bond to cover the costs 

that RPI will have to incur to respond to the proposed amendments. 
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Dated at Hartford, Vermont, this 29th day of January, 2009. 

RIDGE PROTECTORS INC. 
By and through its attorneys, 
Hershenson, Carter, Scott & McGee, P.C. 
P.O. Box 909 
Norwich, Vermont 05055 
(802)295-2800 
(802)295-3344 (fax) 

Anthony Z. Roisman 
84 East Thetford Rd. 
Lyme, NH 03768 
(603)795-4245 
(603)795-4246 (fax) 
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AFFIDAVIT OF PAUL BROUHA 

1. My name is Paul Brouha and I am a member of Ridge Protectors, Inc. (RPI). 

2. Attached to this affidavit is my resume (Attachment 1) that details the training and 

experience I have had which qualify me to offer the following critique (Attachment 2) of the 

December 2008 Amendment filed by Vermont Wind. 

3. Attached to this affidavit are a number of documents which I believe to be true 

and correct copies of the originals of these documents. 

4. There are a number of factual statements contained in the following critique. 

These factual statements are true and correct to the best of my personal knowledge. 

Dated at Hartford, Vermont, this 2gth day of January, 2009. 

Paul Brouha 

STATE OF VERMONT 
COUNTY OF WINDSOR, SS 

On the 2gth day of January, 2009 appeared Paul Brouha and subscribed and swore before 
me to the truth of the averments set forth above. 

My Commission Expires: 0211 01201 1 
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PAUL BROUHA 
92 Queen Elizabeth Farm Lane 

Sutton, Vermont 05867 
(802) 467-3460 (home); (802) 274- 1925 (cell) 

(802) 467-3460 (Fax) 
Internet: pcbrouha@ldngcon.com 

Executive Summary: 

Experienced natural resources administrator, planner, resource manager, fisheries and wildlife 
scientist, and association director with a proven track record and demonstrated leadership in 
North American natural resources bio-politics. Areas of expertise include: 

* Strategic and Operational Planning 
* Program Development and Evaluation 
* Association ManagementIStaff Development 
* Resource Planning and Management 
* Resource Issue Position Development 
* Organization Representation and Liaison 
* Policy DevelopmentIAdvocacy 

Professional Excellence: 

Director, Strategic Planning & Resource Assessment, USDA-Forest Service, PO Box 96090, 
Washington, DC 20090-6090 (January 2002 - March 2007) 

* Results: As required by the Government Performance and Results Act, updated and maintained 
the Forest Service Strategic Plan on a three year cycle while assuring its priorities drove annual 
budgets and were linked to the USDA Strategic Plan. Developed and implemented agency 
Performance Accountability System which included a processlstrategy for creating linked 
performance planninglreporting system. Led the effort to instill the principles and processes of 
results-oriented management throughout the Forest Service. On a five year cycle updated and 
used the Resources Planning Act assessment to identify issues that would be addressed in 
Strategic Plan updates. Designed and produced the annual Forest Service Performance and 
Accountability Report and an interactive "Managing for Results" website. 

* Duties: As Director, Strategic Planning & Resource Assessment, provides national leadership 
in forest and rangeland renewable resource assessment, including analysis of nationwide issues, 
trends, and situations (economic, environmental, social, etc.), and for analyzing possible 
implications to Forest Service policy, programs, and plans. In addition, is responsible for 
facilitating the development and implementation of the Forest Service Strategic Plan through 
strategy and business plan development and integration with the budget. The Government 
Performance & Results Act-based Strategic Plan provides results-focused, integrated guidance 
for all Forest Service programs and for the management and administration of the National 
Forest System, Research, Cooperative State and Private Forestry, and other Forest Service 



activities in response to findings of the Assessment. Finally, is responsible for development of 
the Forest Service Performance Accountability System and for completion of the agency's 
annual Performance and Accountability Report. The scope of the work is nationwide and 
frequently has international impacts. 

Associate Deputy Chief, National Forest System, USDA-Forest Service, PO Box 96090, 
Washington, DC 20090-6090 (October 1998 - December 2001) 

* Results: Initiated activities to reform the organization of the National Forest System (NFS) 
support staff, improved coordination among NFS staffs, and promoted collaboration and 
communication of appropriate roles, responsibilities, and relationships among directors and 
between NFS and other deputy areas, the Chiefs Office, and the USDA. Developed clear 
direction to deliver on the promise of the Natural Resource Agenda, and served as Agency's 
Washington lead for the Interior Columbia Basin Ecosystem Management Plan and the Survey 
and Management amendment to the Northwest Forest Plan. Led development of integrated FY 
programs of work and implementation of them for all director areas by inclusion in performance 
standards for each director. In anticipation of need to link work to strategic plan goals, worked 
with planning staff to develop results-oriented performance management system for FY2001 and 
beyond. Moved agency from litigation to a negotiation strategy to secure instream flows on 
National Forests in western states-settled Organic Act and Wild and Scenic River claims in 
Idaho, negotiated agreement in Colorado Water Division #3, and recommended withdrawal of 
claims in Colorado Water Division #2 while continuing to negotiate in Division #7. Resulting 
savings will be dedicated to collaborative watershed planning with stakeholders. Efforts have 
been focused on providing continuity, clear expectations, and effective function in the NFS 
Deputy area in the face of changing budget and accounting structures. 

* Duties: As Associate Deputy Chief for the National Forest System, has principal responsibility 
for the management of all activities in the broad programs of wildlife, fisheries, watershed and 
air, engineering, minerals and geology management, and lands acquisition and management 
across the 191 million acres of National Forests and Grasslands. 

Executive Director, American Fisheries Society, 5410 Grosvenor Lane, Ste. 110, Bethesda, MD 
20814 (March 1991 - August 1998) 

* Results: Led the defining and restructuring of staff processes (for 22 person staff) to bring 
professional management to the 127 year-old Society, including development of position 
descriptions, a salary and performance management system, personnel policies, accrual-based 
accounting, and an annual work planning process that builds a partnership between staff and 
volunteer leaders in achieving the Society's goals. Concurrently, with Society leaders, initiated 
strategic planning and streamlining governance processes. These changes have resulted in 
increased accountability, focus, and flexibility in meeting member needs. Since 1994 net 
assets(without grant funds) at the end of the year have increased 89% from $547,308 to 
$1,032,458; dedicated fund balances have increased 132% from $292,160 to $677,830; and 
contributions and grants over $5,000 have increased 69% from $581,558 to $982,944 and 
journal, book , and magazine pages published annually have reached a record 55 18. The Society 



has provided the U.S. Congress sound scientific information needed to improve such laws as the 
Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act, the Farm Bill, the Endangered Species 
Act, and the Clean Water Act. The Society has also helped federal agencies focus on species and 
essential fish habitats at risk and on improving the professionalism of their fisheries staffs. 

* Duties: Responsible for providing direction and continuity for the management of Society 
affairs and promotion of Society objectives: aids establishment of and implements Society 
policies and plans; assists development of science-based positions and represents the Society to 
external groups and advocates its positions to the Congress and Executive Branch agencies; 
oversees monthly magazine Fisheries and other publications; communicates with and builds 
membership. As Society secretaryltreasurer, is responsible for Society business including 
preparing and administering $2.5 million annual budget. Prepares funding proposals, grants, and 
contracts, negotiates Memoranda of Understanding. Is responsible for office policies and staff 
supervision; administers performance managementlsalary system. Also assists in the effective 
functioning of subunits and committees. Honors: Outer Continental Shelf Policy Committee, 
1995-present; Chair, American League of Anglers and Boaters, 1995-96; North American 
Wildlife and Natural Resources Conference Steering Committee, 1994-present; ASAE 
scholarship for the Certified Association Executive program, 1997; 1998 Chevron Conservation 
Award; 1998 American Fisheries Society President's Fishery Conservation Award. 

Deputy Director, American Fisheries Society, Bethesda, MD (October 1986 - March 199 1) 

* Led the development of more aggressive AFS resource policy advocacy; supported member, 
committee, and subunit activities; coordinated congressional and conservation group liaisons; 
accomplished fund-raising, long-range planning, and increasingly was responsible for direction 
of the Society's staff as alter ego to an executive director in failing health. Honors:. USDA 
Honor Award, 1988; Chair, National Fishing Week Steering Committee, 1990. 

National Fisheries Program Manager, USDA-Forest Service, Washington, DC. (June 1984- 
Sept 1986) 

* Developed the "Rise to the Future" initiative for the fisheries program which led t o a n  
increase in funding from $10 million in 1986 to $45 million in 1992. During that period 
staffmg also increased from 107 biologists to nearly 300. This initiative led to the development 
of many partnerships which resulted in substantially improved fish habitat and fishing 
opportunities, the "Challenge Cost Share Program", the Recreational Fisheries Policy, and 
"Bring Back the Natives", a program to restore the health of river systems and their native fish 
communities. Was responsible for nationwide programs for the protection, management, and 
utilization of fisheries and closely related riparian and wetland resources on national forests 
and grasslands as principal staff to the Director of Wildlife and Fisheries. Honors: U.S. Forest 
Service Meritorious Service Award and Wildlife and Fisheries Division Award, 1986. 

Regional Fisheries Program Manager, USDA-Forest Service (Northern Region), Missoula, 
MT. (1981-1984) 

* Led development of $400K/yr. Bonneville Power Administration-funded fish and wildlife 
habitat improvement program (and managed its contracts). Responsible for regional fisheries 
program planning and budgeting, for guiding forest fisheries and riparian habitat management, 



and served on regional review team for forest land use planning as principal staff to the 
Northern Region Director, Wildlife and Fisheries. 

Acting Range, Wildlife, and Fisheries Management Staff Officer, USDA-Forest Service 
(Shasta-Trinity National Forest), Redding, CA. 
(1980-1981) 

* Participated in forest land management planning, led North Coast Wildlife Habitat 
Relationships Team, developed and implemented (via professional staff and contracts) forest 
program objectives and budget based on higher level direction, served as member of forest 
management team. Responsible for range, wildlife, fisheries, botany, and pesticide 
management programs as principal forest staff officer. 

Fisheries Biologist, USDA-Forest Service (Shasta- Trinity National Forest) Redding, CA. 
(1977-1980) 

* Provided professional fishery and aquatic ecosystem habitat protection, development, and 
enhancement; served as forest pesticide use coordinator and representative to the Action 
Group, Trinity River Basin Fish and Wildlife Task Force. As principal forest staff assistant 
was responsible for fisheries program planning, budgeting, and implementation through a field 
staff that grew to six. 

Assistant Area Fish Manager, Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, Marinette and 
Shawano, WI. (1974-1977) 

* Planned, developed, and conducted the fishery management program in a three county area 
with a &m of supervision; developed land acquisition projects, conducted environmental 
protection investigations, performed law enforcement and carried out an active public relations 
program. 

MUitarv Service: USAF, Pilot 1967-1 97 1 

Education: 

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, Virginia. M.S. (Wildlife 
Management - Fisheries Science option), 1974. Master's research: evaluation of point and 
cove locations for placement of artificial reefs. Honors: Phi Kappa Phi Scholastic Honor 
Society, Research assistantship. 

University of Vermont, Burlington, Vermont. Broadened course work in forestry and wildlife 
management, 1972. 

Pennsylvania State University, State College, Pennsylvania. B.A.- (Science), 1967 

Kennett Square High School, Kennett Square, Pennsylvania. Diploma- 1963 



Performance Institute- Strategic Planning in Government, Rosslyn, VA, Nov. 2005 

Global Forestry Forum, Oaxaca, MX, April 2005 

Monitoring Science & Technology Forum, Denver, COY Sept. 2004 

XI1 World Forestry Congress, Quebec City, PQ, Sept. 2003 

OPM Eastern Management & Development Center- 360 Degree Leadership, Harpers Ferry, 
WV, July 2003 

Harvard University- Program on Negotiation for Senior Executives, Cambridge, MA, Oct. 
200 1 

Harvard University- Senior Managers in Government, Kennedy School of Government, 
Cambridge, MA, Aug. 2000 

American Society of Association Executives- Certified Association Executive, Washington, 
DC, Sept. 1997 

Professional Affiliations and Participation: 

American Fisheries Society, Certified Fisheries Scientist 
Life and honorary member 
Ex-officio or nonvoting committee member, Governing Board, Special Management 
Committee, Board of Professional Certification, Budget and Finance, External Affairs, 
Membership, Development, Professional Conduct, Program Development, Fisheries 
Information Network 199 1-98 
Member, Southern Division Program Committee 1990 
President, Potomac Chapter 1987-88 
Chairman, Environmental Concerns Committee 1985-86 
Co-Chairman, Western Division Habitat Inventory Standardization Committee 1983-84 
President, Virginia Tech Chapter 1973-74 

Society of American Foresters 
Member 1980-2006 
Task Force to Review Structure of SAF Science Programs 1989 
Chairman, Wildlife and Fish Ecology Working Group 1986-88 
Secretary, Wildlife and Fish Ecology Working Group 1985 

The Wildlife Society 
Member 1972-Present, Certified Wildlife Biologist 

Outdoor Writers Association of America 
Member 199 1 -Present, Legislative Affairs Committee 1996 & 1999, Governance 
Review Committee 1998 

American Society of Association Executives, Certified Association Executive 
Member 1991-99 

George Washington Society of Association Executives 



Member 1994-99 
National Fishing Week Steering Committee 

Member 1987-98,1990 Chairman, and Treasurer 1994-1 998 
American League of Anglers and Boaters 

Member 1990-98,2nd Vice Chair 199 1-92, Vice Chair 1993-94, 
Chair 1995-96, Past-Chair 1997-1998 

FISHNET 
Member 1991-98, Convener 1991 & 1998 

Renewable Natural Resources Foundation 
Member of the Board 1991-98, Executive Committee 1994-96 

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, School of Forestry and Wildlife Sciences 
Advisory Committee, Member 1992-2001, Chairman, Fisheries Sciences Subcommittee 
1996-2001 

U.S. Dept. of Interior Outer Continental Shelf Policy Committee, Member 1994-98 
International Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies, Member of Committees: Fisheries 
and Water Resources (and predecessors) 199 1-200 1, Information and Education (and 
predecessors) 199 1-200 1, Wallop-Breaux 199 1 - 1998, Threatened and Endangered Species 
1999-2001 

References: 

Dr. Michael P. Dombeck 
College of Natural Resources 
University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point 
Stevens Point, WI 5448 1 
(7 15) 346-3946 
(Former Forest Service Chief) 

Paul J. Wingate 
1 Portland Circle 
Bella Vista, AR 72714 
(479) 721-9870 
(Past-President, American Fisheries Society) 

Hank Kashdan 
Associate Chief 
U.S. Forest Service 
P.O. Box 96090 
Washington, DC 20090-6090 
(202) 205-1779 
(Supervisor, 2005-2007) 

Note: List of publications and presentations available upon request. 
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CRITIQUE OF DECEMBER 2008 PROPOSED AMENDMENT 
TO THE CPG ISSUED IN DOCKET NO. 7156 

Prepared by Paul Brouha 

Vermont Wind's post-CPG cognizable physical or use changes that have a potential 
for significant impact to S. 248 criteria. 

1. Relocation of the substation and operations and maintenance building from 

southeast to the southwest portion of the site and relocation of the laydown yard from 

below the ridgeline to an area adjacent to the substation poses several significant impacts: 

A. Noise impacts for this new "final plan" are addressed in Attachment 8 of 

Vermont Wind's 12/23/08 submission which addresses primarily the noise created by the 

substation which has been relocated 525 feet from the Crysler's year-around residence 

and several other residences. The primary noise source is supposed to be the step-up 

transformer but, since the size and rating of the unit has not been specified, the page 2 

discussion is not credible (and even the author states it is based on only his field 

experience). There could be some potentially significant permanent noise impacts to the 

nearby residents. The PSB finding 203, page 71 in the CPG that "Noise from the 

substation and electrical lines should not have a significant impact on existing 

background sound levels because the substation will be located approximately one-half 

mile to the closest receptor locations. Bajdelc pf. at 8" can no longer be supported. 

Also, in addressing the cumulative impacts of the substation and turbines, the 

note at the bottom of Attachment 8, Table 1 is for the January 2007 layout sound levels, 

computed using Clipper (presumably model C96 IIb) sound data provided to the parties 

12/04/06 as Discovery Ex. SR-RB). The modeled sensor location map presents the same 

information (see UPC-CB-SSRbl) as in the Sur-Surrebuttal testimony for noise from the 
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turbines. Given that 12 of the 16 turbines have been replaced with a different model, the 

Clipper 93 IIa with a 10 foot smaller rotor diameter and eight of the turbines have been 

moved from 61 to 324 feet (see Dec 231d Attach. 1, page 4 and also see Dec 231d cover 

memo in which no sound data are presented for the new turbines), there is no supporting 

discussion or documentation showing this exhibit is even close to accurate. Also, note in 

Table 1 that the King George School location indicates there is no dwelling which is 

incorrect; the boys' dorm is at this location (three buildings) and the "King George 

School dormitories" location is the girls' dorm (three buildings). Finally, note that the 

noise standards in the amended CPG of 10/01/08 apply to buildings used for instruction 

as well as residences (page 5 & 6). In our view the noise impact analyses need to be 

redone-there are definitely potentially significant changed impacts. 

B. In addition to noise there will be potentially significant aesthetic impacts 

from this new four acre site which will be lighted and fenced for security reasons (exhibit 

UPC-CRV-Rebl2, Section 4.4, page 4.2) The original description of the proposed 

substation was included in the profiled testimony of Daniel R. Crocket 2/21/06 and 

further detailed schematically in UPC-DC-3. The substation is described as 166 feet by 

222 feet and rising to a height of 52 feet. Sheet 5C-401 of Attach. 2 in the 12/23 

submission shows it as roughly 160 feet by 330 feet (no height information is given). In 

addition to the substation the O&M building seems to have remained the same as 

originally described at 6000 sq. ft. The new laydown yard, including the O&M building 
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is shown as roughly 250 feet by 550 feet. The new total footprint appears to be about 4.2 

acres (not 1.1 acres as stated in Attach. 6, page 2 narrative) and is on a sloping site that 

drops nearly 70 feet (note that Attach. 2, sheet 5C-401 of the 12/23 submission shows no 

cuts or fills "to approximate a level site" as stated in Attach. 1, page 1, para. 2). What is 

different from an aesthetic perspective is that the laydown yard, instead of being situated 

near the turbine pads (see Attach. 3, sheet 3 of 12/23 submission), and the substation and 

O&M building, instead of being in the valley bottom adjacent to Calendar Brook (see 

Attach. 3, page l), have been moved to an exposed side hill location above Duck Pond 

Rd. and Interstate 91 where they, and the overhead power transmission lines, with their 

associated cleared right of way, coming to them, will be much more visible to nearby 

residents, to people traveling the roads, and to people living in and across the valley 

below. 

C. While the subject of pollution spill prevention, containment, and control 

(SPCC Plan) was addressed in exhibit UPC-CRV-Rebl2 rebuttal submission (and 

acl~owledged in finding 109-page 47 and relied upon by the PSB in finding 1 1 1 that 

there would be no undue risk'to environmental resources), in the event of a spill, there 

will be different and potentially significant pollution effects to Nation Brook and Miller's 

Run from the storing of petroleum, oil, and lubricants (POL) in this relocated complex 

which, because of its proximity to a public road, is much more subject to vandalism or 

theft despite being fenced and lighted. The substation transformer contains 4000 gal of 
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oil and the O&M building will likely contain POL and solvents as well. UPC1s SPCC plan, 

 able 5.1 provides the details for all of the additional SPCC regulated containers utilized 

as part of the project. The total storage capacity anticipated is approximately 13,760 

gallons. Note that the SPCC must be updated whenever "there is a change in the facility 

design, construction, operation, or maintenance that materially affects its potential for a 

discharge" (SPCC Plan Section 4.1, page 4.1) and that has not been done in conjunction 

with the 12/23 submission. 

The original plan, as described in the Amended Petition of UPC 10/12/06 (item 

68, page 20) identified there would be a well and sanitary facilities in the O&M building. 

Nowhere are these facilities described in the 12/23 submission (an engineering study is 

required for a septic system and drainfield). In addition there will be potentially 

significant construction stormwater related runoff with erosion/sedimentation to Nation 

Brook and Miller's Run which has been dismissed in the 12/23 submission, Attach 6, 

page 1 and which was not considered when ANR-DEC granted NPDES Permit 5535- 

INDC. We note that the accuracy and sufficiency of this Permit was contemplated by the 

PSB in their findings 104 and 105, page 45 of the CPG that the project "is constructed in 

a manner that protects water quality" and "that stormwater runoff discharging from the 

project area would not adversely impact water quality with the associated receiving 

waters, and would comply with applicable regulations." 
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D. No mention is made of the substatiodlaydowdmaintenance building 

lighting. We note that security lighting of a fenced four acre site-laydown yard, 

maintenance building, and substation containing buildings and equipment up to 52 feet 

high will likely create significant light pollution that will be visible in the local area and 

to residences and the Interstate 91 traffic downslope and across the valley to the west. 

2. Reconfiguring entrance into the Project Area to allow for either a southerly or 

northerly access from Duck Pond Road as by "improvement #2," Attach. 2, sheets 5C- 

400 & 401was not previously planned (see Attach. 3) or considered in the granting of 

NPDES Permit 5535-INDC. In such close association with the overhead transmission 

line, substation, O&M building, laydown yard, and with "improvement #I" (modified 

from the original plan) and the new cloverleaf off Duck Pond Road (see 1011 0108 

Transportation Plan, Figure 4) to facilitate passage through the 1-91 tunnels, there could 

be potentially significant cumulative aesthetic impacts as well as cumulative impacts 

from erosion/sedimentation to Nation ~ roo ld~ i l l e r ' s  Run from creation of this large 

intersection and complex. None of these changes was presented to the PSB or considered 

by them as they made findings regarding transportation systems (CPG pages 53-59). 

TheTransportation Plan, Vermont Wind's 1011 0108 letter, Attach. 4, required by 

CPG Condition 21, reveals there will be very significant changed traffic impacts, dust 

impacts, noise impacts, construction impacts, and potential road damage from overweight 
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vehicle use from what the PSB considered in the CPG beginning on page 53. The 

12/23/08 submission details both north and south access to the project from New Duck 

Pond Road. UPC's 1013 1/08 letter to the PSB presents an attached summary of the 

impacts of the revised transport routes attached-ostensibly a Section 248 analysis. 

Everything is found to create no substantial change which is not credible. A detailed 

traffic study is required to address these changes and to detail how many, and of what 

type, vehicles will be accessing the project by which routing and what will be done to 

mitigate impacts. The most obvious significant change needing further study is of the 

four proposed intersection modifications to accommodate overweight and over- 

dimension vehicles (ref. Vermont Wind's 1 1/26/08 letter and attachments regarding road 

improvements). 

1. Duck Pond Road Bend (Crysler Property)-Sheffield 
2. US Route 5N at Duck Pond Road-Barton 
3. Cloverleaf at 1-91 tunnels--New Duck Pond Road (Jewel 

Property)-Sheffield 
4. US Route 5 and Stevens Loop Rd (Nygren property)- 

Lyndonville 

3. Rerouting the crane access road to Turbine 6 so that it originates from the north 

instead of the west will create new and potentially, significant aesthetic impacts that have 

not been fully assessed in Attach. 7 of the 12/23 submission. The two transects taken 

from an easterly direction don't show the impacts of the substantial road cut and fill (see 

sheets 5C-120 & 121 last amended 12/07/07 for NPDES Permit 5535-INDC) from the 
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south and southwest (the direction of the King George School, Calendar Brook valley 

and the many homes on Berry Hill Road). The statement made in Attach. 7, page 2 that 

'the new road is located at the edge of a gently sloping hilltop [it is, in fact, the steepest 

slope in the project area] and will be constructed to a permanent width of 16 feet. 

Minimal clearing on either side of the roadbed will be required ..." is not supported by 

sheets 5C-120 & 121, which show a 200 foot wide cut and fill, or by Attach. 2, sheet 5C- 

403 which clearly states "proposed 25' wide crane path" and shows it drops nearly 60 feet 

in about 300 lineal feet (see Attach. 2, 5C-403). The new road is reportedly 630 feet 

longer (Attach. 1, page 3) and is located along the top of a very steep headwall above the 

Clark Brook. Given the above references, the statement and ensuing discussion that the 

'road will be visually screened on both sides by existing vegetation ..." can't be supported. 

In the CPG the Board relied upon an accurate depiction of aesthetic impacts to support 

their findings and subsequent discussion (pages 62-70) and the discussion above shows 

these impacts have changed significantly and were not fully evaluated. 

In addition, the new road cuts across a winter moose concentration area 

(immediately to the south of Turbine 3) and will almost certainly result in' significant 

erosionlstream sedimentation impacts to Clark Brook because of the high delivery rates 

of fine sediments to scoured channels on the headwall below. The impacts of the new 

access road were not considered by the Board in arriving at Finding 105, page 45 or 

Findings 107 8~108, page 47. Finally, the proposed blasting could very well damage trees 
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by showering rocks on our forested property which extends Northwest across the Clark 

Brook to less than 400 feet from the proposed road. 

4. Moving eight turbines (from 61 to 324 feet) and their associated access roads 

poses several potentially significant impacts: 

A. The characterization in Attach. 7 of the 12/23/08 submission of changed 

aesthetic effects from turbines being moved (particularly elevation changes and changed 

road cuts and fills) as being insignificant and below the limits of resolution of the GIs 

analysis tool is not compelling. PSB Docket NM 297 & 499 regarding the Teal Farm 

found that one turbine would have an adverse aesthetic effect 011 neighbors 

(http://www.state.vt.us/psb/orders/2008/files/NM499ordpdf). In another case the PSB 

ordered the VELCO line near the road to Charlotte Ferry buried due to undue adverse 

aesthetic impact 

(http://www.state.vt.us/psb/orders/2007/files/6860ordrerevisedcharlottesubdesign). 

Based on these precedents it is clear that even small changes can have substantial adverse 

impacts and must be individually evaluated. There are many such changes in the 

proposed project. For example, in addition to being moved 203 feet northwest, Turbine 2 

seems to have been moved upslope about 20 feet and because it is at the west end of the 

array it will appear more prominent. Similarly, Turbines 6 and 1 1 have been moved 

upslope at least 20 feet and thus would appear more prominent. The reason given 
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(Attach. 1, page 4) for moving these turbines is "...to reduce cut and fill and overall 

impacts ..." The same narrative fails to mention the "...expanded cut and fill around T3 and 

T8" (Attach. 5, page 2) which resulted "...in a net increase in BSB loss ..." Note also that 

Attach. 7, page 2&3 fails to discuss the aesthetic impact of these cuts and fills and 

Attach. 6, stomrwater management, page 2 fails to address these increased cuts and fills 

as possibly increasing runoff. There is no discussion anywhere in the 12/23 submission 

of changed flicker effect impacts from moving eight turbines. 

B. The net effects on birds and bats are unknown and moving turbine 12 to 

the north 273 feet seems to have placed it much closer to wetland 28. Net effects on bear 

habitat and moose winter concentration areas are purported to be reduced despite a net 

increase in cutting of BSB (Attach 5) and the changed erosion/sedimentation and 

resultant trout and invertebrate population impacts in five affected receiving streams has 

been deemed insignificant (Attach.6). 

C. FAA-approved lighting plan, Vermont Wind submission 1011 0108, Attach. 

2 and required by CPG Conditions 11 & 28, states, page 2 of each 513 1/08 Determination 

of No Hazard to Air Navigation, that "Any changes in coordinates, heights, and 

frequencies or use of geater power will void this determination. Any future construction 

or alteration requires separate notice to the FAA." There is no evidence that the 12/23/08 

final design submission is FAA-'approved. 
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D. At these new locations the sound impacts of these turbines may be quite 

different but no new noise analysis has been conducted by Vermont Wind. 

E. The issued ANR-DEC Discharge Permit 5535-INDC, Vermont Wind 

submission 1011 0108, Attach. 3 required by CPG Condition 12, does not (with the 

exception of Turbine 6 access road change) reflect moving eight turbines, associated 

access roads, and other changes included in the 12/23/08 submission. It can't therefore, 

be expected to mitigate construction stormwater impacts and ensure compliance with 

Vermont Antidegradation Policy as expected by the PSB in Findings 100-108 (ref. 

Vermont Environmental Court Docket No. 252-10-08 Vtec Motion for Summary 

Judgement, 1 12 1/09). 

The general problem is that the 12/23/08 submission's attached cursory analyses 

don't really provide a basis for analysis and the level of resolution of the new sheets in 

Appendix 2 raises more questions than it provides answers. For example, if moving two 

turbines "broke the visual tension" (Hearing transcript 2/6/06 at p. 95, In. 20-25, Mark 

Kane, DPS aesthetics expert), what does moving eight do? 

5. Changing 12 turbines to the Clipper Liberty Class C93 IIa model poses 

potentially significant different impacts from those considered by the PSB in issuing their 

CPG for the project: different, unknown noise regime, different aesthetic and 'flicker 

effect" impacts, and different electric power outputs. Further, the CPG contained 
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Condition 2, page 11 3 states "UPC must receive permission from the Board if UPUC 

seeks to use a turbine other than the Clipper Liberty Class IIB 2.5 MW turbines it 

proposes" but no application for such permission has been filed by Vermont Wind. 

A. Economic benefits, (248 (b) (4)) may change significantly from its already 

marginal benefit (see CPG discussion beginning on page 3 1) because UPC states in 

December 23 Filing, Attach. 1, page 5 that the output is expected to be within 5% of the 

previously estimated output of the Jan 2007 layout, A 5% lower output will make the 

project even less economically beneficial than it already is, and given its marginal 

benefits, might be sufficient to warrant denial of the CPG. What effect will this 5% 

change in output have on the decommissioning trigger that the Board gave to UPC if they 

arrange long term fixed priced contracts with VT utilities. It's been over a year and still 

no contracts. 

B. Reliability and benefit (248 (b) (3) and (4)) are called into question by the 

turbine change. Without being able to explore detail's of the C93 turbines being "better 

suited to the wind regime in certain areas of the Sheffield project" we are left with only 

UPC's assertion. Without any met towers on the site since the Jan 2007 layout and the 

earlier met towers being broken, on what data is UPC basing this claim of a "better wind 

regime?" Clipper had to remove and replace almost their entire production of C96 

turbines due to gearbox problems. ~urbines in Lackawanna, NY and in Iowa and 

Minnesota were affected (http://.wiiidaction.org/news/135 18 & 13879 & 19036). The 
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gearbox on the C93 is the same as the C96 (h~~:llm.cli~~eiwind.coidtechspecs.html). 

Clipper has also had problems with wrinkles on blades that had to be removed and fixed 

(htt~://.wi1~daction.or~/news/19036 ). If problems like this persist how will they affect 

reliability? How would a shutdown for repairs and resulting lower output affect the 

decommissioning trigger? 

C. Aesthetics (Act 250, Criterion 8) analyses are again called into question. 

Why does a ten foot shorter rotor diameter lessen the impact (Attach. 77 page 3) when 

originally Raphael used the turbine hub height7 not including the rotors-because he 

could not do an analysis of moving objects for his aesthetic analysis (ref. Mr. Raphael's 

explanation for UPC Response to the Town of Sutton's 3rd set of discovery requests, 

12/5/067 page 9)? 

D, The noise studies discussed in the PSB hearings were based only on the 

one prototype C96 clipper turbine that existed. No analyses were presented there on the 

Clipper Liberty Class C93 IIa and none are made available in Vermont Wind's 12/23/08 

submission. 

6. Rerouting of the overhead electric transmission line to the new substation is not 

discussed in the 12/23 submission and yet it will very lilcely have significantly different 

aesthetic impacts because it is routed adjacent io the a'ccess over the shoulder of Granby 

Mountain west to the substation instead of down off the ridge south to the' old substation 
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location. From many locations to the south the cuts for the combined rights of way will 

be visible. In CPG Finding 328) page 106 the PSB took note of the original design and 

routing of the overhead section (ref. Estey pf at 2-3) and now must consider the 

significance of very different proposed routing. 

7. All items above) except Item 5 could result in potentially significant changes to 

watershed hydrology in the five receiving streams fiom what was considered by the PSB 

and resulted in Findings 107 and 108) page 47 of the CPG. As such) we feel disturbance 

areas (including present logging in Calendar Brook) should be recomputed and the 

HydroCAD modeling (the initial results of which were intuitively suspect-how can 

increasing the area of disturbance (clearcutting and roading) result in the same or lower 

peak discharges as compared to the undisturbed state?) should be redone. The results 

presented in Tables 1-4, page l5&l6 of Jeffrey Nelson's rebuttal testimony are certainly 

no longer credible. 
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NEW ENGLAND DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS 

696 VIRGINIA ROAD 
CONCORD. MASSACHUSETTS 01 742-2751 

,Regulatory Division 
CENAE-R-PEC-62 
Permit Nuniber: NAE-2006- 1549 

Mr. David Cowan 
VP Environmental Affairs 
UPC Vermont Wind, LLC 
One Dana Street, znd Floor 

. Portland, Maine 041 0 1 

Dear Mr. Cowan: 

We have reviewed your application to impact to about 9,933 sq. 43. (0.23 acre) of 
wqtenvays md wetlands in conjunction with the construction of the Sheffield Wind Farm in 
SheffieIdy Vermont. The work is shown on the attached plans, on twenty three sheets, entitled 
c'SHEFFIELD WIND PR0JEC'Yy dated '' 1 1/20/2007". 

Based on the idormation you have provided, we have detemhed that the proposed 
xtivity, will have only minimal individud or cumulative environmental impacts on waters of -the 
United States, including wetlands. Therefore, this work is authorized as a Category 2 activity 
under the attached Federal permit h o r n  as the Vermont General Permit (GP). This work must 
be pedormed in accordance with the terms and conditions of the GP. 

You are responsible tor complying with ali of the GP's requirements. Please review the 
attached GJ? careklly, in particular the GP conditions beginning on Page 8, to familiarize 
yourself with its contents. You should ensure that whoever does the work fully understands the 
requirements and that a copy of the permit document AND THIS AUTHORIZATION LETTER 
. A m  at the project site throughout the time the work is underway. 

This authorization expires on December 5,20 12, unless the GP is modified, suspended or 
revoked. You must complete the work authorized herein by December 5,20.12. If you do not, 
you must contact this office to determine the need for fhther authorization before continuing the 
activity. We.recomend you contact us before this permit expires to discuss a time extension or 
permit reissgmce. 

If you change the plans or construction methods for work in our jurisdiction, please , 

contact us immediately to discuss modification of this authorization. "IXs ofice must approve 
any changes before you undertake them. 



This authorization requires you to 1) noti@ us before beg'bin~ work so we may inspect 
the project, and 2) submit a Compliance Certification Forrn. You must complete and return the 
enclosed Wurk Start Notification Fom(s) to this oEce at least two weeks before the anticipated -- . starting date. YOU must complete and return the enclosed Compliance Certification Form within 
one month following the completion oftbe authorized work and any required mitigation put  not 
mitigation monitoring9 which requires separate submittals). 

This permit does not obviate the need to obtain other FederaI, state* or local 
authorizations required by law, as listed on Page 2 of the GP. Pefiorming work not specifically 
authorized by this determination or f d h g  to comply with my specid condition(s) provided 
above or all the terms and conditions ofthe GP may subject you to the edorcement provisions of 
our regulations. 

We continually strive to improve our customer service. In order for us to better serve 
you, we wodd appreciate your completing ow Customer Service Survey located at 
h~://~.nae~us~e.m~.mil~re~Customer~Sewice~Sumey.pd~ 

Please contact Mchael S. Adams of my staff at (802) 872-2893 if you have any 
questions. 

Sincerely, 

rank . DelGiudice A 
copy filmished: 
Ms. Shannon Morrison 
VT Department of Environmental Consewation 
103 South Main Street 
Building 10, North 
Waterbury, Vermont 0567 1-0408 

khief, Permits & Edorcement Branch .- 

Regulatory Division 
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STATEMENT OF STEPHANIE J. W L A N  

1. My name is Stephanie J. Kaplan and I am an attorney retained by Ridge 

Protectors, Inc. (RPI) to represent their interests with regard to the pending application by 

Sheffield Wind Project for an NPDES stormwater discharge permit. 

2. In a recent conference call in the pending Environmental Court proceeding 

involving the issuance of an NPDES permit by ANR (Re: Sheffield Wind Project WDES 

# VTSOOOO80 Discharge Permit #5535, Doclcet No. 252-10-08 Vtec), ANR's attorney 

stated that the changes the Permittee is now proposing to this Board are sufficiently 

significant that ANR is requiring the Permittee to obtain an amendment to the Discharge 

Permit that is the subject of the Environmental Court appeal. According to an email I 

received on January 27,2009 fi-om Ron Sheins, attorney for the Permittee, the Permittee 

intends to file for an amendment to this permit with ANR. 

Dated: January 29,2009. 

L k p b  j, K q d -  

Stephanie J. Kaplan 
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Technical Specs: L iber ty0  2.5 MW Ser ies  

Model C89 C93 C96 C99 

Wind Class la* lla lib s 

Rotor Diameter 89m 93m 96m 99m 

Swept Area 622lm2 6793m2 7238m2 7697.7m2 

Blades 43.2~1 45.2~1 46.7m 48.2m 
T!lass la -All parametem same as IEC Class la except 50-yearmturn gust value is 64.5 rn/s instead of 
70 d s .  

Power Output 
Operation 

2500 kW 
Variable Speed: 9.6 - 15.5 rpm 

4 mls - I 0  min. avg. 
25 mls - I 0  min. avg. 

3X DC Electric-Mechanical Gearmotor, 
Sew0 Drives & Batteries 

Cut-in Wind Velocity 
Cut-out Wind Velocity 

Pitch System 

Generator 
Type 
Rated Power Each 
Number of Units 
Voltage 

Synchronous Permanent Magnet 
660 kW at I I33 rpm 
4 
1320 VDC at Rated Power I Hub 7 Yaw System 

2 Nacelle 8 Machine Base 

3 Gearbox 9 Turbine Control Unit 

4 Main Shafl I 0  Hydraulic Power Unit 
5 Generators I I On-Board Jib Hoist 
6 Parking Brakes 

Controller 
Type 
Voltage, 3-Phase 

Embedded Motorola Power PC 
3 Phase 480 VAC 

Power Converter 
Type 4X, Voltage Sourced, IGBT Based 

6 Pulse, Inverters 
690 VAC? 50Hz or 60Hz 2 3Hz Voltage 

Grid Compatibiliiy 
Frequency-Continuous 

690 VAC 210% Continuous 
-90% of Nominal Line for 3 sec. 
Rated Power 25%, Cut-in 210% 

Line Voltage 
Line Fault Ride-Thru 
Line Phase Imbalance 

Yaw System 
Yaw Bearing 
Yaw Brake System 

4 Electro-Mechanical Motors with Planetary Drives 
Internal Gear, Ball Bearing 
Disc, 4 Active Hydraulic Brake Calipers 

Parking Brake System 
Parking Brake Location 

Dual Disc with Active Hydraulic Brake Calipers 
Intermediate stage of Gearbox 

Tower 
Hub Height 

Partial Conical -Tubular Steel, 4 Steel Plate Sections 
80m Standard I Other Options Available 

On-Board 2 Metric-ton Jib Hoist Sewice Hoist 

Maintenance 
Post Commissioning Once at 700 Hours, Every 6 Months Thereafter 

Certlflcatlons 

Germanischer Lloyd 
WindEnergie GmbH 

Operation In extreme cold climate conditions (C93 and C96). 
Temperatures down to -30- C, survival to 4WC. 

Germanischer Lloyd 
WindEnergie GmbH 

Statement of compliance for design assessment of the wind 
turbine: WT-00-009A-2006 (C93) 1 WT-00-008A-2006 ('296) 1 
WT-00-012A-2006 (C89) 
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USDOE's NREL Drivetrain dynamometer test 
Accredited Lab 
12104-3/05 

Powercurve 

Page 2 of 2 

Hub Height Wind Speed 

Privacy Policy Terms and Conditions Sitemap C32008 Clipper Windpower PIC All Rights Resewad 
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Clipper wind turbines grounded 

Clipper Windpowe~ a California-based wind turbine manuhciurec is in deep trouble with its 
top-of-the-Rne, 2.5-M W Liberty machine, which is experiencing quality control and apparent 
des@n problems, and with the company5 financial pedormance, The 20-MW Steel Winds 
wind hrm in upstate New Yorh using e@ht of the Liberty turbines, has been shut down 
because of gearbox problems in the turbines, according to The Buffalo News, The local 
newspaper reported that all e@ht turbines are suffering fiom what is described as a 
manuhciuring problem and repairing the problem will require several months, ,,.Several 
Clipper projecis in 200z said the Reuters rep06 were '70s~ making, I' POWER named Steel 
Winds one of its top renewable projects in the December 2007 issue, h@high~ng the unique 
approach the turbines use in their gearboxes to cope with the enormous torque of turbine 
blades longer than the wing of a Boeing 747 airplane, 

Clipper Windpowerr a California-based wind turbine manufacturerr is in deep trouble with its top-of-the-line! 
2.5-MW Liberty machine! which is experiencing quality control and apparent design problemsr and with the 
company's financial performance. 

The 20-MW Steel Winds wind farm in upstate New Yorkr using eight of the Liberty turbines! has been shut 
down because of gearbox problems in the turbinesr according to The Buffalo News, The local newspaper 
reported that all eight turbines are suffering from what is described as a manufacturing problem and 
repairing the problem will require several months. 

The Steel Winds project! on a former Bethlehem Steel site that is also a listed Superfund toxic waste site! is 
the first to use the 2.5-MW machines. According to a company news release! the eight wind turbines rolled 
off the company's assembly line in Cedar Rapidsr Iowar in late 2006, and went into service at the site on 
Lake Erie in April 2007. 

The newspaper said the owners of the project - UPC Wind and BQ Energy - first noticed the problems with 
the wind machines in August. The paper reported! "Engineers quickly discovered that a tooth on one of the 
four gears in the box had broken." Inspections found the problem on all of the turbines on the site. 

According to the paper! Liberty turbines at projects in Iowa and Minnesota have the same problem and will 
require repairs. SNL Financial, a trade news service! reported that 50 Liberty turbines will require repair. 

The Steel Wind turbines are all under warranty! according to a UPC Wind officiall so Clipper will bear the 
costs of repair. 

In  the meantime! Reuters late last year reported that Clipper warned that the company may report a loss 
for 2007! and that "only a small portion of output1' from 2007 would contribute to revenue. A company 
spokesman told the news service that while it made 125 turbines in 2007{ only eight will produce revenue 
for the company. Whether those eight are the Steel Wind machines was not clear. 

Several Clipper projects in 2007( said the Reuters reportl were ''loss making." 

POWER named Steel Winds one of its top renewable projects in the December 2007 issuer highlighting the 
unique approach the turbines use in their gearboxes to cope with the enormous torque of turbine blades 
longer than the wing of a Boeing 747 airplane. 

Web link: h~p://w.powermag.com/ExportedSite/BlogArticles/68.htm11 
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Clipper's 2.5-MW Liberty wind turbines malfunction 

me largest wind turbine manuhctured in the United States is running into some technical 
dficuliy. Clpper Windpower Inc, 3 2,s-MW ~iberty wind turbines at the 20-MW Steel Wnds 
facilty in La~kawanna~ N, K/ are malfunctioning due to hulty gear sets, ' H t  flrsc we were 
receivfng great pen7ormance Porn the turbine4 " said Michael Alvare4 executive vfce president 
and COO of UPC Wind Partners LLG which co-owns the hcilty with BQ Energy LLC "Over the 
summe4 a gear-timing issue in the drive train 3 secondary stage was detected in some of 
Clpper Windpower3 Liberty wind turbines at the Steel Winds site. The cause was found to be 
a suppler qualty deflcienq in the drive train attributable to the supplersr manuhcturing 
process, As part of Clpper3 warranty, upgraded drive trains will be installed into all e@ht 
turbines at the Steel Winds site, Current@/ two turbines are in operation, 

Januafy 14 2008 by Jennifer Zajac in SNL Rnancial 

The largest wind turbine manufactured in the United States is running into some technical dificulty, 

Clipper Windpower Inc.'s 2.5-MW Liberty wind turbines at the 20-MW Steel Winds facility in Lackawanna! 
N.Y.! are malfunctioning due to faulty gear sets. 

"At first! we were receiving great performance from the turbinesf'' said Michael Alvarez! executive vice 
president and COO of UPC Wind Partners LLCl which co-owns the facility with BQ Energy LLC. "Over the 
summerI a gear-timing issue in the drive train's secondary stage was detected in some of Clipper 
Windpower's Liberty wind turbines at the Steel Winds site. The cause was found to be a supplier quality 
deficiency in the drive train attributable to the suppliers' manufacturing process. As part of Clipper's 
warranty! upgraded drive trains will be installed into all eight turbines at the See1 Winds site. CurrentlyI 
two turbines are in operation." 

UPC Wind partnered with BQ Energy to produce and sell energy! capacity and renewable energy certificates 
generated by Steel Winds to energy retailer Constellation NewEnergy Inc.! a subsidiary of Constellation 
Energy Group Incar through 2009! Alvarez said. Clipper is providing turbine operation and maintenance 
services to the facility under a five-year contract ending May 311 2012! according to Alvarez. 

After the technical problem was detected at Steel WindsI Clipper examined its manufacturing process. "The 
root cause of this situation is the quality control process to ensure that the timing of the gear sets was 
correctI'' said Robert Gates, senior vice president! commercial operationsf at Clipper Wind! a subsidiary of 
the British company Clipper Windpower PIC. He added that the process has since been corrected. 

Altogether! roughly 50 Liberty 2.5-MW wind turbines contain the defect. About 40 Liberty 2.5-MW turbines 
at Clipper's Endeavor wind farm and nearly a dozen in Minnesota at Edison International subsidiary Edison 
Mission Energy's Jeffers Wind facility require retrofitting as well! Gates said. Gear sets that have been 
manufactured after October do not have the problemI he added. 

"UPC Wind has worked aggressively with Clipper to ensure that they detect and repair the issues with their 
Liberty turbines at Steel Windsf'' Alvarez said. "The turbines are under warranty and Clipper Wind is 
covering the costs of all repairs! as well as some of the revenue UPC Wind will lose while the turbines are 
not operating. We are confident all turbines will be returned to service in the near term and will operate in 
accordance with design specifications." 

A retrofit program is under way at Steel Winds that entails removing the gear sets and replacing them with 
new ones. Repairs have been hampered by the delay in transporting a crane to the site to conduct the 
necessary repairs as well as the harsh winter conditionsr according to Gates. The first few wind turbines are 
expected to go online in February and all of them should be in operation by the end of March! he said. 

The Clipper 2.5-MW wind turbine is the first wind turbine to utilize a patented! distributed power train and 

http://www.wind-watch.org/news/2008/01/10/clippers-25-mw-liberty-wind-turbines-malfunction/
http://www.wind-watch.org/news/2008/01/10/clippers-25-mw-liberty-wind-turbines-malfunction/
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four permanent magnet generators to mitigate loads to components found in many of today's 
multimegawatt wind turbine designs. It is among the largest land-based wind turbines in the world. The 
Clipper 2.5-MW wind turbine is sold out for 2008 and 200g1 Gates said. 

Steel Winds is the first wind farm to feature Clipper's new Liberty turbines. Manufactured in late 2006 at 
Clipper's new 3301000-square-foot facility in Cedar Rapidsl Iowal the wind turbines were shipped to the 
project site in early 2007 and placed online in April 2007, according to Clipper's Web site. The projectf 
which was completed in February 20071 was supposed to be done by November 2006 but was delayed due 
to high winds. 

The Steel Winds project is located outside of Buffalol N.YVf on the banks of Lake Erie. The facility is also 
believed to be the first installation on a former Superfund sitel and may be the largest wind farm in an 
urban setting in the United States. Steel Winds is a redevelopment of a lf600-acre plot of land long 
occupied by Bethlehem Steel. The ground that the turbines are installed on is composed of steel slagl a 
byproduct of the former industrial operations whichl until nowl has hindered redevelopment opportunities 
for the site, Power Magazine named Steel Winds as one of the top renewable plants in its December 2007 
issue. 

Web link: h~p://w.snl.com/intera~ivex/article.aspx?Cd1d=A-7161399-982~' 

http://www.wind-watch.org/news/2008/01/10/clippers-25-mw-liberty-wind-turbines-malfunction/
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Windmills at Iron Range wind farm grind to a halt after defects found 

Minnesota Power's Taconite Ridge wind farm isn't producing nearly as much electricity as anticipated in 
recent months, with seven of the 10 wind turbines shut off for repairs, The $50 million project, built on 
450 acres of land overlooking U.S. Steels Minntac mine, came fully online early this summer. But this 
fall, inspectors with the turbine manufacturer discovered defects in seven of the wind turbines'blades. 
Those turbines were shut down. 

December 1,2008 by Janna Goerdtin Duluth News Tribune 

Minnesota Power's Tacon,ite Ridge wind farm isn't producing nearly as much electricity as anticipated in recent 
months, with seven of the 10 wind turbines shut off for repairs. 

The $50 million project, built on 450 acres of land overlooking U.S. Steel's Minntac mine, came fully online early this 
summer. But this fall, inspectors with the turbine manufacturer discovered defects in seven of the wind turbines' 
blades. Those turbines were shut down. 

Some of the fiberglass blades have "wrinkles" that must be repaired for the blades to operate properly, said Amy 
Rutledge, communications manager for Minnesota Power. Repairing the blades is taking longer than anticipated. 

"We had hoped they would be wrapped up by mid-December, but we've had a few issues with the weather," Rutledge 
said. Ironically, windy weather kept the manufacturer from removing the rotors as quickly as they'd like, she said. 

Repair crews are estimating all 10 turbines will be working by the end of January, Rutledge said. The work is covered 
under manufacturer Clipper Windpower's warranty, she said, and the delay won't affect Minnesota Power's electrical 
supply. 

The defects were discovered during a scheduled 500-hour inspection, conducted about three or four months after 
each turbine began operating, said Taconite Ridge project manager Andrew Remus. And while the wrinkles aren't 
structural defects, they need to be fixed, he said. 

"If we leave them the way they are, without taking any action, they will affect the way the blade operates," Remus 
said, adding, "The blade is all one piece, and you need it to be perfect." 

The 153-foot-long blades are made of layer upon layer of fiberglass. Each layer should rest smoothly on top of the 
previous layer, Rutledge said, and any imperfection will gradually work its way to the blade's surface to create that 
wrinkle. 

"These are the largest blades out there on the market for inland units," Remus said. 

And in translating such large man-made components from the engineering stage to the real world, "there are some 
start-up issues, some design and engineering issues you work through." 

Some of the wrinkles will be sanded down and relaminated, Rutledge said, while others will be repaired with a 
premade "patch" that's similar to using putty to repair a dented car. 

The project is the first large-scale wind farm in northern Minnesota, and the first to be fully owned and operated by 
Minnesota Power. When running at full capacity, the turbines are expected to produce 25 megawatts of electricity, 
enough to power about 8,000 homes. 

The wind farm is part of Minnesota Power's plan to increase its renewable energy resources. I n  early 2007, Minnesota 
Gov. Tim Pawlenty signed into law a bill requiring electrical utilities to produce 25 percent of their electricity from 
renewable resources by 2025. 

Web link: http://www.duluthnewstribune.com/event/article/id/79547/" 

http://www.wind-watch.org/news/2008/12/02/windmills-at-iron-range-wind-farm-grind-to-a-halt-after-defects-found/
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Wind turbine repairs scheduled; Five of 10 machines turned off due to 
defects 

It's not just a lack of wind as the reason why some of those wind t~irbines 
in the Taconife Ridge wind farm aren't turning. Half of the 10 machines 
bad to be turned off. After a recent routine maintenance check, it was 
found that five of them had nun-structural defects in some of the blades. 
The affected turbines were shut down and are a waiting repairs, which 
are expected to go through the end of the year, Amy Rut/edge, 
Minnesota Power communications manager, said Friday. 

October 18; 2008 by Charles Ramsay in Mesabi Daily News 

It's not just a lack of wind as the reason why some of those wind turbines in the 
Taconite Ridge wind farm aren't turning. 

Half of the 10 machines had to be turned off, 

After a recent routine maintenance check, it was found that five of them had non- 
structural defects in some of the blades. The affected turbines were shut down and are 
awaiting repairs, which are expected to go through the end of the year, Amy Rutledge, 
Minnesota Power communications manager, said Friday. 

'We certainly want the community to know what's going on," she said. 

Repairs will be starting this week, with a crane being brought in and set up by Friday. 
Clipper Wind Power of California, the manufacturer, has agreed to get the turbines 
back in operation as quickly as possible, and a t  no cost to Minnesota Power or its 
customers, Rutledge explained. 

General contractor for the repairs is IMS Construction, based out of Escanaba Mich., 
which has a branch office in Eveleth. The crane will be delivered from the Truck Crane 
Co, in Eagan. 

The defect in some of the blades is in the several layers of fiberglass, which are 
supposed to lay smoothly upon each other. A defect can develop, like afold in the 
laminate, that results in the problem, she added. 

Repairs will be made on the ground, and blades will then be hoisted back to their 
places, in eight to ten weeks. 

The $50 million project was completed this summer. It is part of Minnesota Power's 
efforts to meet a state mandate of 25 percent of energy from renewable sources by the 
year 2025. 

Spokespersons have said in the past that the supplementary power that is generated 
by wind, which goes to a grid, usually produces power about 20-25 percent of the 
time. 

http://www.wind-watch.org/news/2008/10/19/wind-turbine-repairs-scheduled-five-of-10-machines-turned-off-due-to-defects/
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Web link: 
http://www.virginiamn.cornfarticles/2008/10/18/news/doc4~8faa81562033284~663291 -txt*' 
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Clipper Windpower posts another big loss 

More production problems and one-off charges hammered wind turbine 
group C/Ipper Windpower's first half, but the group expects full year 
revenue to be over $800m and to be close to break-even In the second 
half. Losses in the six months to June soared to $21 1rn from $78m on 
revenues of $1'56rn, up from $20m. Increased costs repair faulty 
turbines, pro visions for inventory obsolescence and higher operat/ng 
costs caused the higher losses. 

More production problems and one-off charges hammered wind turbine group Clipper 
Windpower's first half, but the group expects full year revenue to be over $800m and 
to be close to break-even in the second half. 

Losses in the six months to June soared to $21 1m from $78m on revenues of $156m, 
up from $20m. Increased costs to repair faulty turbines, provisions for inventory 
obsoiescence and higher operating costs caused the higher losses, 

Clipper, which also announced the appointment of Doug Pertz as its new chief 
executive, added the turbine remediation work identified in 2007 is essentially 
complete, 

Full year 2008 revenue is expected to be over $800m with over 300 turbines 
commissioned. Second half operating results will approach or exceed break even, 
though 2009's margins will be adversely affected by increasing steel prices. Clipper 
expects an improvement in 2010 margins through higher pricing and improved 
commercial terms. 

Current chief executive James Dehlsen is to continue with the company as its new 
chairman. 

Web link: http://www.sharecast.com/cgi-bin/sharecasWstory,~~i?storyid=2351966 

http://www.wind-watch.org/news/2008/09/24/clipper-windpower-posts-another-big-loss/
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Wind turbine manufacturer Clipper Windpower saw losses soar in its 
first full year of pro,duction as it ramped up production facilities and 
suffered project overruns relating to the need to change the companyk 
blade design on it turbines. Loss before tax widened to $191.8171 in 7 2007 from f 19.9m \in 2006, on revenue that grew to fZ3.Srn from 
f 7.3m. Revenue adversely affected by the need to reinforce the 
blade des19n of the, company's wind turbines after problems emerged 
with the quality of the components from two drive-train component 
suppliers. , 

4 
8 

April 15,2008 in sfiare~+ 
, 

Wind turbine rnanufacture~ Clipper Windpower saw losses soar in its first full year of 
production as it ramped up production facilities and suffered project overruns relating 
to the need to change the company's blade design on its turbines. 

i 
Loss before tax widened to $191.8~1 in 2007 from $19.9rn in 2006, on revenue that 

I 
grew to $23.91~ from $ 7 . 3 ~ .  

1 

Revenue was adversely affected by the need to reinforce the blade design of the 
company's wind turbines after problems emerged with the quality of the components 
from two drive-train compqnent suppliers, 

I 
Provisions for turbine remediation costs, loss making contracts, warranties, inventory 
obsolescence and liquidated damages on late turbine deliveries accounted for 
$107.1m of the full year lo@ of $192.5m. 

I 

The rerriediation programme remains on course for completion in the third quarter of 
2008 and the company stalnds by its production guidance of 31 1 turbines this year. 

i 
I 

'Our growing book of turbi! e sales contracts has moved to higher average prices r which, along with a levellin@ off of turbine component costs, should lead to attainment 
of industry norrnalised EBIT (Earnings Before Interest and Taxes) margins in 2009, 
following a year of transitidn In 2008," said chairman and chief executive James 
Dehlsen. 1 

! 
i 

Web link: http://v~ww.sharefcast.com/cgi-bin/sharecas~story.cgi?story,,id=2042871" 
I 
I 
1 
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Why Lackawanna Windmills Being Taken Apart? 

For si coup/e months now. most of the windmilts on the old Befh/ehern 
Steel property haven't been turning at all. Norman Po/anski, 
Lackawanm Mayor, "They're not turning p/a/'n and simple that's what 
everybody keeps ca////ng me about, the w/ndmi//s aren't turning. ". . . A 
C/@per Vice President tels me the plan now is for a crane to arrive next 
week to take a// of the gear boxes down send them back to the factory 
in Iowa, and then replace them one by one throughout the winter. The 
towers will still stand but the blades will have to come off of ail eight 
wind mills. It could be March or Apn7 before the job is finished. 

December 11,2007h WIVB TV 

(Lackawanna, NY, December 11,2007) - - They've been up for less than a year. So, 
why are the Lackawanna windmills being taken apart so soon? News 4's George 
Richert is Asking 4 You. 

For a couple months now, most of the windmills on the old Bethlehem Steel property 
haven't been turning at all, 

Norman Polanski, Lackawanna Mayor, "They're not turning plain and simple that's 
what everybody keeps callling me about, the windmills aren't turning.'" 

They all started turning for the first time in June, this Steelwinds Project was the first 
to use the newest clipper wind turbines touted as the new standard for reliable 
performance, but by late summer, engineers discovered damage inside one of the 
gear boxes, and then shut down 5 others, because the timing was off in those gear 
boxes too. 

A Clipper Vice President tells me the plan now is for a crane to arrive next week to 
take all of the gear boxes down send them back to the factory in Iowa, and then 
replace them one by one throughout the winter. The towers will still stand but the 
blades will have to come off of all eight wind mills. It could be March or April before 
the job is finished. 

Norman Polanski, Lackawanna Mayor, " I  know if ! owned a company and i wasn't 
making any money, I wouldn't be a very happy fellow, so ! can't believe they're 
satisfied with the status they have right now," 

But Mayor Norm Polanski says whether they're turning or not, it will not stop the 100- 
thousand dollar annual payments the city receives from BQ Energy. 

Norman Polanski, Lackawanna Mayor, "From the sense of us receiving our revenues, 
no. From the sense of people wanna see them people love to see, people wanna see 
'em turn." 

http://www.wind-watch.org/news/2007/12/12/why-lackawanna-windmills-being-taken-apart/
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View newsdip 

Web link: http://www.wivb.com/global/story.asp?s=7484027" 
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